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American Government to protect them against themselves,
they could neutralize, indeed even frustrate, any effort at
retaliation. But that means complete self-effacement. And
if one is to combat the fetish of force, it will only be by
means totally different from those in vogue among the pure
worshippers of brute force.
It must not be forgotten that after all there is a philo-
sophy behind the modern worship of brute force with a.
history to back it. The microscopic non-militant minority
has indeed nothing to fear from it, if only it has immov-
able faith behind it. But faith in the possibility of holding
together society without brute force seems somehow to be
lacking. Yet if one person can pit himself against the whole
world, why cannot two or more do   likewise together? I
know the answer that has been given.   Time alone can
•show the possibilities of the revolution that is silently creep- -
ing upon us. Speculation is waste of effort where action is
already afoot. Those who have faith will join the initial
effort in which demonstrable results cannot be shown.
Young India, 21-10-1926
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'HUMANIZING WART
I extract the following interesting paragraphs from an
article headed 'War' in the March Number of The
Brotherhood'.
"Last time the women and children were only starved—it
was done by a process cunningly disguised as 'economic pressure'
—but next time they are to be gassed to death. Aeroplanes will
drop penetrating poisons which will exterminate civil population;
Edison says that it should not be difficult to dispose of London's
millions in three hours. In every civilized country the chemists are
at work searching for some particularly deadly poisons. In England,
says Truth, our Government is busy experimenting with improve-
ments in poison gas and killing animals at the rate of two a day
in the process. It obtained in one year 689 cats, guinea pigs, goats,

